
CASE STUDY



CASE STUDY: PAYROLL CAPACITY

Finance Analyst gains over 1 week  
of capacity with help of Kimedics
Customer Profile: 100+ physician practice in hospital medicine, 
emergency medicine and critical care medicine with multiple 
locations and shift differentials.

Impact: 6 days+ per month saved for analyst (over 54 hours/month)

What happened?
Using Kimedics rate management tools and provider time submission 
the group was able to save the analyst time in several ways:

1. Accurate schedule saved 6 hours/month. Because the schedule is error prone to 
swaps and transfers not getting reported, analyst was validating schedule looked 
correct prior to running payroll.

2. Pay calculations saved 32 hours/month. Checking and processing rate differentials 
across multiple sites was manually and error prone prior to using Kimedics. After 
implementing Kimedics, the analyst exported a report that automated his 
calculation files.

3. Payroll Error reduction saved 16 hours/month. Providers confirmation of schedule 
and OT/call in ensured that payroll was processed right the first time – with no need 
to research and issue correction pay.

Payroll Analyst Hours per Month

Please note that due to a non-disclosure agreement we  cannot share 
the company name with this case study.
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Are you looking for technology that can 
increase efficiency and financial visibility for 
your physician organization?

We are on a mission to automate the most time-consuming tasks for 
physician groups, here  are a few we help with -

 Roster management 

 New privileges tracking and templates for meetings and document requirements

 Expiration tracking for privileges, licensure and other credentials

 Scheduling

 Rate Management and differentials tracking

 Financial Analysis and Opportunity identification

 Document storage/form auto-filling and e-sign  

 Collaboration – for vendors or other 3rd party relationships (VMS alternative)

 Provider web and mobile portal for scheduling and credentialing self-service

 Real-time revenue and net cost per shift estimates based on encounter and rvu volume

Get a price quote

“Kimedics
is home base

for everything our
medical  group needs.”

Testimonial from Ops Manager 
100+ providers  in HM, CCM 

8+ locations

https://share.hsforms.com/5541404/5ba4d402-c392-4156-9c99-5401f085ca00

